Postgraduate Renewal Programme
GSC Update – November 2023

**HORIZON 1**
- Call for TRD Awards 2024-25 will open November 14.
- H1 Achievements to date presented on You Said We Did webpage.

**CURRICULUM & TRIPLE I**
- Proposal on Exit Awards*
- Eligibility Criteria for Supervision of PGT Research**
- Rollout of new two-phased process for programme proposals.
- Review of PGR programme structures.

**HORIZON 2**
- Development of H2 Plan*
- Review of Work Package membership.
- Benchmarking of organizational structures in postgraduate education.
- Development of criteria for TRD Sanctuary Award*

→ Expect plan/proposal* to be brought to GSC Dec 2023.

**STRUCTURED PHD & DOCTORAL PROGRAMMES**

**Council Approved**
- Revision to Terms of Reference for Thesis Committees.
- Annual Review + Confirmation Report Templates.

**HORIZON 2**
- Guidelines for Thesis Committees*
- Teaching & Learning Supports provided by PGR students*

→ Expect proposal* to be brought to GSC Dec 2023.

**STUDENT / STAFF EXPERIENCE**

**STUDENT GSC Agenda**
- Delivery Closing Reports
  a. PGR Skills for Success
  b. Language Support: Welcome Guide
  c. Plagiarism: Information

**In progress**
- Service Excellence benchmarking*

→ Expect to share findings with GSC Dec* 2023.

**HORIZON 1**
- Phase 1 Rollout of new online application form live Nov 1, for admission 2024-25
- Identify opportunities for greater flexibility for students to go off-books (eg, for maternity leave).
- Analysis of PG graduation experience.

**HORIZON 2**
- Detailed work programme to be finalised.

**HORIZON 1**
- Rollout of new two-phased process for programme proposals.
- Review of PGR programme structures.
- Development of Students’ Multi-dimensional Skillsets

**In progress**
- Design of a Triple I Framework
- Development of I3 interdisciplinary activities.

→ Expect proposals to be brought to GSC Dec* / Jan** meetings.

**HORIZON 2**
- Development of Students’ Multi-dimensional Skillsets

→ Expect proposal* to be brought to GSC Dec 2023.

**STAFF GSC Agenda**
- Benchmarking best practice for conflict mgmt. in supervisory relationship
- Integrate adjunct staff into Community
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